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ABSTRACT 28 
 29 
Colonies of Pheidole ambigua ants excavate soil and drop it outside the nest entrance. 30 
The deposition of thousands of loads leads to the formation of regular ring-shaped piles. 31 
How is this pattern generated? This study investigated soil pile formation on level and 32 
sloping surfaces, both empirically and using an agent-based model. We found that ants 33 
drop soil preferentially in the direction in which the slope is least steeply uphill from the 34 
nest entrance, both when adding to an existing pile, and when starting a new pile. Ants 35 
respond to cues from local slope to choose downhill directions. Ants walking on a slope 36 
increase the frequency and magnitude of changes in direction, and more of these changes 37 
of direction take them downhill than uphill. We found that ants carrying soil on a slope 38 
wait longer before dropping their soil compared to ants on a level plane. These 39 
mechanisms combine to focus soil dropping in the downhill direction, without the 40 
necessity of a direct relationship between slope and probability of dropping soil. These 41 
empirically determined rules are used to simulate soil disposal. The slight preference for 42 
turning downhill we had measured empirically was shown in the model to be sufficient to 43 
generate biologically realistic patterns of soil dumping when combined with memory of 44 
the direction of previous trips. From simple rules governing individual behaviour an 45 
overall pattern emerges, which is appropriate to the environment, and allows a rapid 46 
response to changes. 47 
 48 
Keywords: excavation, insect behaviour, organization of work, pattern formation, 49 
Pheidole, self-organization, waste-disposal 50 
 51 
 3 
Dynamic unpredictable environments pose great challenges to the organisms inhabiting 52 
them. Behaviours which are appropriate in one situation may become inappropriate when 53 
conditions change. Social insects provide many examples of behaviours which are 54 
modified to meet environmental changes, from foraging patterns in ants (Sendova-Franks 55 
and Franks 1993; Detrain et al. 2001) to brood care in honey-bees (Schmickl and 56 
Crailsheim 2002). The self-organized behaviour of many social insects means that the 57 
colony’s response to the changing environment is often based on changes in the 58 
behaviour of individual workers in response to local cues and interactions (Bonabeau et 59 
al. 1998; Johnson et al. 2003; Théraulaz et al. 2002). In particular, a single set of local 60 
behavioural rules (followed by workers individually) can lead to differing global results 61 
depending on environmental conditions (Bonabeau et al. 1998). 62 
 63 
 64 
Ants are the dominant soil-dwelling insects in many ecosystems (Hölldobler and 65 
Wilson 1990). The construction of underground nest chambers leads to the problem of 66 
what to do with the displaced soil. This task may be far from trivial: 20g of harvester ants 67 
can excavate 20kg of sand in just four to five days (Tschinkel 2004). The excavated soil 68 
is deposited on the surface in a wide variety of patterns – circles, crescents or ramps – 69 
that can be steep-sided or flat, symmetrical or asymmetrical. Theoretically, in a 70 
completely stable environment, the ants could optimize the disposal of a certain volume 71 
of soil by building a pile to a predetermined ‘optimal’ blueprint. For many species 72 
however, the environment is unpredictable and dynamic. Part of the soil pile may be 73 
crushed by a falling twig or passing animal. A sudden rain storm may wash previously 74 
excavated soil back into the entrance hole or even change the incline of the slope on 75 
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which the soil pile is being built. Changes in humidity may affect the cohesiveness and 76 
therefore the angle of repose of the soil, so the ideal angle of the soil pile slope may vary 77 
during pile construction (Théraulaz et al. 2003). The strategy used by the ants must be 78 
effective in these variable situations. The Brazilian ant Pheidole ambigua nests in just 79 
such an unpredictable environment, yet colonies create remarkably regular circular soil 80 
piles under a range of conditions. 81 
 82 
Using biologically determined rules and parameters, we modelled the 83 
organization of soil dumping. We used an agent-based modelling approach to reflect the 84 
‘bottom-up’ organization of ant colonies, by modelling the ants and their interactions at 85 
the individual rather than group level. This agent-based model investigates how simple 86 
rules, followed by individual ants carrying soil excavated from the nest, lead to the soil 87 
becoming organized in particular patterns around the nest entrance. Using the model we 88 
also investigate the effect of a hypothetical parameter, memory of the direction of 89 
previous trips, on the disposal of soil. 90 
 91 
Empirical experiments were carried out to investigate the rules used by the ants to 92 
determine their route from the nest and the point at which soil is dropped. We tested 93 
whether ants preferentially drop soil in the direction in which the slope is least steeply 94 
uphill from the nest entrance (Tofilski and Ratnieks 2005) and investigated the 95 
mechanism by which the ants choose the less steeply uphill slope, by testing the 96 
hypothesis that the ants are using local cues. The ‘local-cues hypothesis’ is that ants 97 
carrying soil alter their routes as they walk, and specifically that they have a tendency to 98 
 5 
turn in a downhill direction. The alternative hypothesis is that on leaving the nest 99 
entrance the ants scan the horizon from the nest entrance and choose the direction of the 100 
lowest horizon, and are not thereafter affected by cues from the local environment. We 101 
also investigated whether the ants preferentially drop the soil at or over the top of the soil 102 
pile (Tofilski and Ratnieks 2005), or whether probability of dropping soil is based on 103 
distance from the nest via an internal template. We incorporated what we learnt from 104 
these experiments into the agent-based model. 105 
 106 
METHODS: EMPIRICAL EXPERIMENTS 107 
 108 
 109 
Study Species 110 
Ten colonies of Pheidole ambigua (Wilson 2003) were found in an area of bare sandy 111 
soil, 12m x 12m, at the Fazenda Aretuzina, a farm near São Simão, São Paulo State, 112 
Brazil, January to February 2005 and 2006. Colonies nested underground, with a single 113 
nest entrance surrounded by a ring of excavated soil, 23-72mm in diameter at the widest 114 
point. These soil piles were approximately sinusoidal in cross-section (see Supplementary 115 
Fig. 1). For three nests, we captured 10 successive ants exiting the nest hole carrying soil. 116 
Their soil particles had a diameter of 1.20± 0.30mm, N=10 and the ants had a body 117 
length of 3.60± 0.30mm, N=10, both measured to the nearest 0.05mm using micrometer 118 
callipers. These were all minor workers. Pheidole ants have major workers characterized 119 
by very large heads but these were seen only rarely and were never observed to carry soil. 120 
 121 
 6 
Experiment 1: Adding soil to an existing pile  122 
This experiment tested the ‘slope hypothesis’ that ants choose direction based on slope, 123 
by experimentally altering the plane of incline of already established soil piles. If this 124 
hypothesis is correct for P. ambigua, then when the plane on which dumping occurred 125 
was tilted, more ants should choose to drop their soil in the downhill direction. This 126 
experiment also allowed us to observe the pattern of soil dropping in relation to the local 127 
gradient. For six colonies chosen at random, we carefully removed the soil pile and put 128 
the soil aside. We placed a wooden platform 16cm x 22cm with a hole (Ø 10mm) in the 129 
centre 30mm above the nest entrance (Supplementary Fig. 2). The orientation of the 130 
platform was randomized. A 30mm length of vertical plastic tubing (external Ø 10mm; 131 
internal Ø 8mm) linked the nest entrance and the platform. We then placed the soil we 132 
had put aside round the tube in a ring. A rectangular piece of cardboard with a cut away 133 
section was then rotated around the nest entrance to give a pile with a uniform sinusoidal 134 
cross-section of dimensions: height=5mm, width=16mm (see Supplementary Fig. 1). 135 
After this manipulation, which took approximately two min to perform, ants carrying soil 136 
out of the nest entrance had to continue up the tube and onto the platform to drop their 137 
soil. Ants started doing this within seconds of the tube being in place. Soil dumping was 138 
video recorded from 80cm vertically above the platform centre for 15 min as a control 139 
(Phase 1, Control A). We then dropped one side of the platform 30mm so that the 140 
platform was at an angle of 15˚ from horizontal. The camera was moved 21cm 141 
horizontally and angled 15˚ from vertical to maintain a perpendicular view of the soil 142 
pile. Activity was filmed for 30 min in this position (Phase 2, Tilt A). We then angled the 143 
platform 15˚ in the opposite direction and moved the camera to film from the other side 144 
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for 30 min (Phase 2, Tilt B). Finally we restored the platform to horizontal and the 145 
camera to vertical for a further 15 min to control for effects of changing the platform 146 
angle (Phase 4, Control B). The artificial piles were stable at these angles, as no collapses 147 
or landslides occurred. The workers did not disturb the piles as they walked on them.  148 
 149 
A scale bar was placed next to the soil piles to be visible in the video images, for 150 
calibration during analysis. Analysis was carried out using Videopoint software 151 
(Videopoint 2.5.0 PASCO Scientific, Roseville, California, USA, © 2001 Mark 152 
Luetzelschwab and Priscilla Laws) to record the locations in which the ants dropped their 153 
loads during the trials. For analysis, we used two pieces of data per soil item: distance 154 
from the nest entrance at which it was dropped, and direction relative to the nest entrance 155 
in which it was dropped. For the latter the environment was split into two directions, 156 
Direction 1 was everything uphill of the nest entrance in Tilt A, and everything downhill 157 
in Tilt B. Distance data were used to calculate the local gradient from the known shape of 158 
the soil pile. Data were taken from up to 50 soil-dumping ants per phase in Phases 1 & 4 159 
(level) and up to 100 ants per phase in Phases 2 & 3 (tilted). The repeatability of such 160 
Videopoint data was tested blind for four clips of video totalling 10 min. The two sets of 161 
data were significantly correlated (Pearson’s correlation: distance from nest R=0.93, 162 
N=10, P<0.0001; angle from nest R=0.93, N=10, P<0.0001).  163 
 164 
Experiment 2: Building a new soil pile  165 
This experiment tested the ‘slope hypothesis’ as for experiment 1, but in the context of 166 
the formation of a new soil pile. This experiment also tested the ‘local-cues hypothesis’. 167 
 8 
We studied three colonies which had not been used previously. The method was the same 168 
as for experiment 1, except that we did not replace the soil pile on the wooden platform, 169 
so that ants began dumping on a flat surface. Each trial consisted of one control period 170 
with a level platform and two periods with the platform tilted 15˚. We placed a circle of 171 
paper (diameter 90mm) on the platform, marked with divisions by angle (every 15˚) and 172 
distance (every 5mm) to aid video analysis. Each period was video recorded until 50 ants 173 
had dropped soil. We then swept the platform clean before the next period of recording to 174 
prevent the previously dropped soil affecting later dumping. We analysed the trials using 175 
Videopoint as in experiment 1. In addition, we quantified the straightness of each ant’s 176 
path by counting the number of segment lines crossed in each direction for every 5mm 177 
the ant moved away from the nest tube until it dropped its soil. To do this, the video was 178 
observed in iMovie (iMovie HD v5.0.2(111) ©1999-2005 Apple Computer Inc., 179 
Cupertino, California, USA). General Linear Mixed Models (GLMM) and Rayleigh tests 180 
(Fisher 1995) were performed using R (R version 2.3.1. Language and Environment © 181 
2006 The R Development Core Team); General Linear Models (GLM) were performed 182 
using Minitab (Minitab Statistical Software, © 2000 Minitab Inc, Pennsylvania, USA). 183 
Estimates given in results section are mean ± SD. 184 
 185 
 186 
 187 
METHODS: MODEL 188 
 189 
 190 
 9 
In the model, simulated ants (agents) carrying a piece of excavated soil must leave the 191 
nest, walk for some distance in some direction, then drop their soil load and return to the 192 
nest. This agent-based model is based on the X-machine system (Holcombe 1988; 193 
Eilenberg 1974) in which agents have an individual memory. Each agent has five 194 
memory variables: a unique identifier for each agent, whether the agent is carrying soil, 195 
the position of the agent within the environment (r,θ), the direction in which agent is 196 
heading (θ+/- any change in heading) and a memory of the direction (θ) in which agent 197 
most recently dropped soil. All agents are assumed to walk at the same speed and never 198 
return to the nest still carrying their soil. 199 
 200 
 201 
 In the model time and 3D space are discretized. The environment is specified 202 
using polar coordinates divided into cells (r=1:100, θ=1:100) with the nest entrance 203 
(radius 3mm) at the origin. Each cell also has a height dimension, h, which allows the 204 
surface to grow upwards when soil is dropped. It also allows initial environments to be 205 
specified in which the surface is not level. Time is split into time-steps, defined as the 206 
time taken for an agent to travel from its current cell to the next cell. Soil dropping is 207 
considered to be so quick as to be instantaneous. In the course of a time-step, each agent 208 
in turn responds to its environment and undergoes one of the six processes outlined in 209 
Fig. 1. Initially agents have no soil and are in the nest: r0=0, θ0=0. Their initial direction 210 
of heading is determined randomly or by memory of previous location. When the agents 211 
move, they first use their position and direction of heading to detect the local slopes from 212 
their own position to the cell ahead and to ahead right and ahead left. Ants have been 213 
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shown to be able to detect slopes and respond accordingly (Wohlgemuth et al. 2001). The 214 
agents may change their direction of heading depending on a function of the slope ahead 215 
(αSlopeAhead). If a change in direction is made, the direction and magnitude (c) of the 216 
change depends the slopes ahead (straight, right and left). The agent then moves one cell 217 
in the direction it is now heading and tests whether to drop soil, depending on a function 218 
of distance from the nest, ηr. If the function determines that the agent drops the soil, the 219 
soil dropped by an agent is added to the height of the cell which is the agent’s current 220 
position. As the grid of cells is defined using polar co-ordinates, the area of the cells 221 
increases with the radius. The effect of a piece of soil is averaged over the whole cell, i.e. 222 
the increase in height is approximated by the diameter of a piece of soil (ω), divided by 223 
the area of the cell. Ants return directly to the nest, as has been observed for Messor 224 
barbarus (Chrétien 1996) and P. ambigua (EJHR personal observation). In this model 225 
agents do not interact directly with other agents, only indirectly by affecting the 226 
environment. The soil dropped during a time-step is stored in a temporary matrix and at 227 
the end of the time-step the height of all the cells are updated simultaneously. This gives 228 
concurrency to the events within a time-step which is appropriate, as in a biological 229 
situation several ants could drop soil at the same time. The constants and parameters used 230 
in the model are listed in table 1. 231 
 232 
 233 
MODELLING EXPERIMENTS 234 
 235 
 236 
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For the simulation experiments, the model was applied to soil dumping as seen in P. 237 
ambigua. The model was implemented in MatLab (MatLab Version 6.1.0.450 Release 238 
12.1, © 1984-2001 The MathWorks, Inc, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). Statistical tests 239 
were carried out using R and Minitab. 240 
 241 
Role of Memory  242 
Simulations of soil dumping were carried out over a range of environments: level flat 243 
ground, sloping flat ground, adding to a ring-shaped pile, and adding to a ring on a slope 244 
(supplementary table 1). Each trial corresponded to six hours of soil dumping (86400 245 
time-steps) and trials were replicated 10 times. Memory was investigated at two 246 
extremes. In no memory simulations, subsequent behaviour was independent of previous 247 
behaviour. In simulations with memory, agents always started out from the nest heading 248 
in the direction in which they previously dropped their soil. The agent’s memory was 249 
updated to the new direction in which soil was dropped each time a drop was made. This 250 
memory was assumed to remain constant between drops. We also ran the simulation to 251 
match the procedure in empirical experiment 1 with 15 min of empirical data represented 252 
by 3600 time-steps, and analysed the data using the same GLMM which we had applied 253 
to the empirical data. 254 
 255 
 256 
Response to Gradient  257 
Preference for turning downhill was investigated at three levels: no preference for the 258 
downhill direction (bdownhill=0.5), empirically observed probability of choosing downhill 259 
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(bdownhill=0.58) and deterministic choice of the downhill direction (bdownhill=1). This was 260 
investigated with and without memory. These simulations were carried out on a flat 261 
sloping environment and were run for a longer period of time, corresponding to 12 days 262 
assuming soil is excavated for 12 hours per day (2,073,600 time-steps). Due to the length 263 
of time these longer simulations took to run, each was replicated just five times. 264 
 265 
 266 
RESULTS: EMPIRICAL EXPERIMENTS 267 
 268 
 269 
Experiment 1: Adding soil to an existing pile  270 
The results supported the ‘slope hypothesis’, for the first tilted phase, as significantly 271 
more ants dropped their soil in the downhill direction: Tilt A (t1363=3.6, P<0.001) (Fig. 272 
2a) (GLMM with colony and phase as fixed effects, colony as a random effect and a 273 
binomial error structure). A difference between the proportions dropping soil in each 274 
direction was also seen in the first control period Control A (GLMM: t1363=4.6, 275 
P<0.001). However, Tilt A was significant in the opposite direction to Control A, 276 
showing that a switch in preferred direction of dumping had occurred (GLMM post-hoc 277 
comparison: P<0.05) (Fig. 2a) When the substrate was tilted in the opposite direction 278 
(Tilt B) again a significant change in the proportions dumping in each direction occurred 279 
(GLMM post-hoc comparison: P<0.05), although there was no significant difference 280 
between the numbers dumping in each of the two directions. When the platform was 281 
returned to level (Control B), no significant change occurred, and there was no significant 282 
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difference between the numbers dumping in each of the two directions. Colony also had a 283 
significant effect on numbers dropping soil in each direction (GLMM: t4=3.2, P<0.05). 284 
 285 
During the level (control) periods, more ants dropped their soil on the outer slope 286 
of the pile (23.3± 14.6%) than the inner uphill slope (4.9± 4.6%), though this difference 287 
was not statistically significant (Wilcoxon signed rank test: W=15, N=6, P=0.06). The 288 
majority (70.7± 19.5%) of the ants dropped their soil beyond the artificial soil pile on the 289 
level surface (Supplementary Fig. 4). Similar assessments was not carried out on the 290 
tilted phases, due to the confounding effect of the overall slope on the routes of the ants. 291 
Ants left the nest carrying soil at a rate of 0.27± 0.1ants/sec. 292 
 293 
 294 
Experiment 2: Building a new soil pile  295 
When ants are building a new soil pile, the results support the ‘slope hypothesis’. 296 
Although the GLMM gives no significant difference in the proportions dumping in each 297 
direction between the control and the first tilted phase (Fig. 2b) (GLMM post-hoc 298 
comparison (Bretz et al. 2001): parameter estimate=-3.5, 95%CI lower=-5.51; upper=-299 
1.54) because the control was already biased in the direction which became downhill 300 
(Rayleigh test of uniformity: Rbar=20, P<0.001), on the slope (Tilt 1) significantly more 301 
ants drop their soil downhill than uphill (Fig. 2b) (GLMM: t443=2.6, P<0.01) which is not 302 
the case for the control (GLMM: t443=0.73, P<0.01). When the substrate is tilted in the 303 
opposite direction, a significant switch occurs (GLMM post hoc comparison: P<0.05) 304 
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with the final distribution of soil dumping biased in the direction which is now downhill 305 
(Rayleigh test of uniformity: Rbar=19, P<0.001). 306 
 307 
 308 
When dumping soil on a level platform, the number of segments through which 309 
the ants travel to the right or left while they travel one ring outwards follow a Poisson 310 
distribution of mean 0.35 (χ22=0.41, P=0.81). This indicates that an ant’s probability of 311 
turning a certain number of segments is independent of the number of segments it has 312 
previously turned. 38% of ants changed their course by at least one segment; 99% of 313 
turns observed were less than 45˚. Using the net direction of turns by each ant over its 314 
whole outward journey, there was no significant difference between the number which 315 
made a net turn to the right versus the left (chi-square test: χ21=3.3, N=89, P=0.07). 316 
 317 
In contrast on a 15˚ slope the distribution of turns does not follow a Poisson 318 
distribution (χ22=214.0, N=1355, P<0.001). The difference is due to fewer than expected 319 
ants making no turn, and more ants than expected making at least one turn. On the slope 320 
significantly more ants make a net downhill turn (58.6%) than a net uphill turn (41.4%) 321 
(χ21=5.0, N=169, P<0.05). 322 
 323 
The first 12 ants to drop soil on the new paper from each trial were analyzed to 324 
see if the angle from the nest at which an ant dropped its soil was correlated with the 325 
angle from the nest of the previous ant. No correlations were found (Pearson’s correlation 326 
N=11: Trial 1: R=-0.31, P=0.35; Trial 2: R=0.32, P=0.35; Trial 3 R=-0.01, P=0.99). 327 
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 328 
Colony had no effect on the mean distance at which soil was dropped (GLM with 329 
colony and phase as fixed effects, colony as a random effect: F2,447= 2.3, P=0.1) so for 330 
analysis of the probability distributions the data were pooled across colonies. The 331 
probability of soil dropping on the level is related to distance from the nest by a logistic 332 
function (r2=0.99) (Fig. 3a). The distances at which soil was dropped during the tilted 333 
phases does not fit this logistic function (chi-square test: χ 221=72, P <0.001), because 334 
during the two tilted phases, the mean distance at which soil is dropped is significantly 335 
greater (Tilt A, 30.48± 15.51mm; Tilt B, 29.46± 13.79mm) than when on the level 336 
(26.55± 15.43mm) (ANOVA: F2,447=7.38, P<0.001). The mean distance at which soil 337 
was dropped did not differ between the three directions uphill, downhill and level 338 
(Supplementary Fig. 3) either when flat or during either tilted phase (ANOVA: 339 
F4,445=0.98, P=0.41). The distances at which soil was dropped on a slope fits to a logistic 340 
function (r2=0.99) but with different parameters (Fig. 3b). The distribution of distances at 341 
which soil is dropped during the control phases of Experiment 1 fits to the same logistic 342 
function which was fitted to the tilted phases of Experiment 2 (chi-square test: χ 222=20, 343 
P=0.58). These distributions were used in the parameter ηr in the model. 344 
 345 
 346 
For each trial the mean speed of the first 20 outward-bound soil-carryings ants 347 
was calculated over their journey from the central tube to where they dropped their soil. 348 
No differences in mean speed were seen between trials (ANOVA: F3,56=0.58, P=0.63) 349 
giving an overall walking speed of 3.8± 2.1mms-1, N=60. 350 
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 351 
 352 
MODELLING EXPERIMENTS: RESULTS 353 
 354 
 355 
Role of Memory  356 
When the agents did not use memory of previous trips, on a level flat surface, soil 357 
was dropped symmetrically (Rayleigh test of uniformity: Rbar= -77, P=0.99). When the 358 
initial environment was sloped by 15˚ there was no bias towards more soil dumping in the 359 
downhill direction (Rayleigh test of uniformity: Rbar= -155, P=0.99). This contrasts with 360 
the empirical results, where there was a significant bias downhill. Adding soil to an 361 
existing symmetric ring-shaped pile was simulated across conditions based on empirical 362 
experiment 1. The pattern of soil dropping (Fig. 2c) did not match the experimental 363 
results (see Fig. 2a) when the model was run with no memory. There were no significant 364 
differences between the proportions of agents dumping soil in each direction at any phase 365 
of the experiment (GLMM C1: t9457=1.1, P=0.27; T1: t9457=0.73, P=0.47; T2: t9457=0.36, 366 
P=0.72; C2: t9457=0.078, P=0.94). 367 
 368 
When memory was used by the agents in choosing direction to leave the nest, soil was 369 
not dropped symmetrically, even on a level flat surface (Rayleigh test of uniformity: 370 
Rbar= 48, P<0.001). This is also what was seen in experiment 2, but differs from the 371 
results when no memory was used. The distribution across the radial segments was 372 
significantly more variable than in the equivalent simulation without memory (no 373 
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memory standard deviation 6.0± 0.48mm; with memory standard deviation 10.2± 1.7 374 
mm, two-tailed t-test: t18=7.43, P<0.001) showing that the soil was dropped in a more 375 
clumped distribution when memory was used. When this flat surface was sloped there 376 
was a bias for soil dumping in the downhill direction (Rayleigh test of uniformity: Rbar= 377 
42, P<0.001). 378 
 379 
 380 
When the simulation of agents adding soil to an existing pile was repeated with 381 
memory (Fig. 2d), the results were qualitatively similar to the empirical biological results 382 
(Fig. 2a). When the environment was tilted, significantly more agents dropped soil in the 383 
downhill direction than uphill (GLMM T1: t9452=2.85, P<0.01) which was also the case in 384 
the empirical results. However in the model, when the environment was tilted in the 385 
opposite direction, the agents were able to switch to dropping more in the new downhill 386 
direction (GLMM T2: t9452=4.39, P<0.001), whereas in the experiment the switch was not 387 
significant. In the biological data, there was a significant difference between the numbers 388 
dumping in the two directions in the first control phase, though not the second. In the 389 
model with memory there was also a significant difference in one of the controls (GLMM 390 
C1: t9457=1.31, P=0.19; C2: t9457=2.23, P<0.05). The model results included more agents 391 
for the same period of time than the experimental results, as during the biological 392 
experiment no more than 50 ants were recorded during a control phase and no more than 393 
100 during a tilted phase, and the colonies were variable in their flow. 394 
 395 
 396 
 18 
Response to Gradient  397 
The experimentally observed proportion of turns which were in the downhill direction 398 
was just 58%. Although this was statistically greater than the random expectation, it is 399 
only a slight preference. This simulation experiment aimed to investigate whether this 400 
preference (b=0.58) is great enough to have an effect on the pattern of soil dumping, with 401 
and without memory, compared to b=0.5 (random choice) and b=1 (always choose 402 
downhill) (Fig. 4). A General Linear Model was used to compare the heights added to the 403 
segments perpendicularly uphill and perpendicularly downhill over the different levels of 404 
memory and preference for turning downhill, and a highly significant effect was found 405 
for memory (GLM: F1,58=1947, P<0.001), b (GLM: F2,57=2331, P<0.001) and the 406 
interaction between memory and preference for downhill (GLM: F2,57=2081, P<0.001). 407 
 408 
 409 
With no memory of previous direction, at the experimentally observed probability 410 
of turning downhill (b=0.58) (Fig. 4c) there was no significant difference in the heights 411 
added to the most uphill segment and the most downhill (Tukey HSD: t=0.74, P=0.99) 412 
showing that the agents were not dropping significantly more soil downhill. This pattern 413 
of soil dropping with b=0.58 does not differ significantly from the pattern formed when 414 
no preference for turning downhill is used (Fig. 4a), either for the height added uphill 415 
(Tukey HSD: t=0.18, P=0.99) or downhill (Tukey HSD: t=0.35, P=0.99). However, 416 
when b=1 (Fig. 4e), significantly more soil is dropped in the downhill direction than 417 
uphill (Tukey HSD: t=4.73, P<0.01). 418 
 419 
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 420 
When the agents act on the memory of the previous direction in which they 421 
dropped soil the results are dramatically different. In the case of the experimentally 422 
observed probability of turning downhill (b=0.58) (Fig. 4d) significantly more soil is 423 
added in the downhill than uphill direction (Tukey HSD: t=30.5, P<0.001). As can been 424 
seen from Fig. 4d, the agents have filled up the downhill direction until it is level with the 425 
nest entrance. This is significantly different from the pattern seen when there is no 426 
preference for downhill (b=0.5) (Fig. 4b), both for uphill (Tukey HSD: t=10.3, P<0.001) 427 
and downhill (Tukey HSD: t=23.3, P<0.001). When b=1, an unexpected pattern emerges 428 
(Fig. 4f). Not only do the agents drop more soil downhill than uphill (Tukey HSD: 429 
t=176.4, P<0.001), but they continue dropping soil in that direction, even though the 430 
downhill pile is more than twice as high as the uphill one.  431 
 432 
 433 
DISCUSSION: EMPIRICAL EXPERIMENTS 434 
 435 
 436 
The empirical data support the ‘slope hypothesis’ of Tofilski and Ratnieks (2005) that 437 
ants choose the less uphill slope. In both experiment 1 and experiment 2 when the 438 
substrate is tilted, more of the ants walk down the slope to drop their soil, as opposed to 439 
up the slope. This is beneficial for the colony because the soil is less likely to roll back 440 
towards the nest if carried downhill. There may also be advantages in terms of energy 441 
efficiency in walking down rather than up a slope while carrying a load. However, in 442 
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experiment 1 when the substrate was tilted in the opposite direction, the ants did not 443 
make a complete switch to the new downhill direction in the 30 min they were given. 444 
Ants may be showing route fidelity to the previous direction of dumping (Wehner 1970), 445 
if relatively few ants are involved in dumping, and they do not immediately respond to 446 
changes in the environment. If so, the data suggest that ants may have more route fidelity 447 
to previously downhill directions, than to previously flat ones. Alternatively, the 448 
successive changes in the plane of incline of the dumping platform may have affected 449 
dumping. Colony also had a significant effect on direction of soil dumping, suggesting 450 
that some colonies have a bias in a particular direction. Our experiments were performed 451 
in the context of natural nest entrances, so cues from the sun and landmarks such as trees 452 
were available to the ants, and may be responsible for this bias, or there could be an effect 453 
from the angle of the subterranean tunnels before the ants entered the vertical tube. 454 
 455 
 456 
 The analysis of the routes taken by loaded ants during a trip from the nest 457 
entrance to where they finally drop their soil supported the ‘local-cues hypothesis’ that 458 
the ants respond to local differences in slope and adjust their direction accordingly. In 459 
experiment 2 there was no significant bias to the left or right while ants carried soil out 460 
from the nest on the level, and the final angles at which soil was dropped followed a 461 
uniform distribution. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the initial angles at which 462 
the ants leave the nest are also randomly distributed at the colony level, although 463 
individuals may have fidelity to a particular angle. Almost all turns made by ants are 464 
small deviations from their path (<45˚). Avoiding large turns would reduce the total 465 
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distance covered by the ants, and prevent them returning to the nest with their load. The 466 
data indicate that each turn is independent of the last, and that there is a constant 467 
probability of turning by a certain amount. In contrast the results on a sloping substrate 468 
show that on a slope more turns occur, and that these turns are significantly more often 469 
downhill than uphill. The final distribution of soil dumped on a slope is biased in the 470 
downhill direction. We did not find any effect of the route of the previous ant on the 471 
subsequent one, suggesting that ants were neither following pheromone trails nor visually 472 
following the ant in front. The data on the route of the ants suggest a mechanism for the 473 
preference for the downhill direction. Ants are responding to the local environment and 474 
changing their routes as they walk away from the nest either by directly detecting local 475 
slope (Wohlgemuth et al. 2001) or by assessing a narrow range of horizon ahead of them. 476 
The data do not support the alternative hypothesis that ants scan the horizon on leaving 477 
the nest and make an initial choice of direction which they then maintain. However, ants 478 
may still make some initial choice based either on the horizon or previous memory, and 479 
then make further course corrections during the trip.  480 
 481 
 482 
 Previous work on ant soil disposal suggests that ants should drop soil at or 483 
over the top of the soil pile (Tofilski and Ratnieks 2005). We found no conclusive 484 
evidence that P. ambigua follow this rule. While many ants did drop soil on or just over 485 
the summit in experiment 1, others dropped their soil on before the summit or on the flat 486 
area beyond the pile. When on a slope (uphill or downhill) in experiment 2, ants tended to 487 
walk further before dropping their soil compared to when on level ground. Interestingly, 488 
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the ants from experiment 1 (dumping soil on an existing soil pile) followed the same 489 
pattern of soil dropping with distance as did the ants in the tilted phase of experiment 2. 490 
This suggests that walking on a slope, whether caused by an existing soil pile or by the 491 
underlying substrate, causes the ants to wait longer before dropping their soil. This fits in 492 
with the observations of (Tofilski and Ratnieks 2005) that Dorymyrmex ants dropped 493 
their soil closer to the nest on the flattened half of a soil pile than on the half which was 494 
left intact. This distance-dependant probability distribution of soil dropping, ηr which 495 
was used in the model could be an internal template for the basic form of the soil pile, 496 
which is then modified by other rules in response to the local environment. Alternatively 497 
this distribution could itself be an emergent property based on environmental cues which 498 
were not detected in this study. 499 
 500 
DISCUSSION: MODEL 501 
 502 
 503 
Memory of directions of previous soil dumping has been shown in the field in 504 
Cataglyphis bicolor (Wehner 1970) and probably occurs in Dorymyrmex sp. (Tofilski and 505 
Ratnieks 2005), although Messor barbarus shows no directional fidelity in soil dumping 506 
(Théraulaz et al. 2003). Individual memory is a component also of the foraging systems 507 
of many ant species (Harkness and Maroudas 1985; Traniello 1988; Narendra et al. 508 
2007), so it is quite possible that P. ambigua is able to remember the direction from 509 
which it returns to the nest, and use that direction again, as our model suggests. When 510 
memory was used by the agents in choosing the direction to leave the nest, soil dumping 511 
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in a level environment was symmetrical overall, but variable around the circle because 512 
the random initial distribution of heading angles is not uniform, leading to clumps of soil. 513 
When the environment was sloped, the agents were able to adapt to the changed 514 
environment by preferentially dumping downhill, as is seen in natural situations. 515 
However in the short simulations (Fig. 2d), while the agents did dump more soil in the 516 
downhill direction, one of the level controls also showed a significant difference between 517 
the two directions. This suggests that over short time periods (15 min in this experiment) 518 
the clumping of soil dumping by ants with memory can lead to asymmetries. However, 519 
the preference for dumping in the downhill direction would tend to even out these clumps 520 
over time, because once the concentration of soil dumping in some areas has caused a 521 
significant slope to form, ants would tend to turn down the slopes away from these higher 522 
areas, thus filling in the gaps. Over time this would produce a level surface, as seen in the 523 
results of the longer simulation (Fig. 4d). 524 
 525 
 526 
This model shows that there is no necessity for ants to assess the quality of a 527 
particular direction, or remember the slope associated with an angle; simply returning to 528 
the direction in which the soil was dropped is sufficient, provided course improvements 529 
are made during the outward journey. In this model memory is reliable and does not 530 
decay with time. It is likely that in real ant systems, there will be error in returning to the 531 
same direction, and that this will increase if the delay between trips is high. Some error in 532 
self-organized systems can be very important in helping the ants respond to changes in 533 
the environment (Deneubourg et al. 1983). In addition the number of ants involved in soil 534 
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disposal is likely to affect the strength and duration of memory. Although no significant 535 
effects in preliminary tests were found across the range 25-100 agents, in a much larger 536 
population of soil dumpers where each ant makes fewer trips, the individual memories 537 
would be updated to changes in the environment only slowly. In very small populations 538 
each individual would make a relatively larger contribution to the overall pattern, so this 539 
model would predict an initially clumped pattern of soil dumping, as the initial directions 540 
taken by the few ants would be favoured over other directions. However, in a small 541 
population, the memories would be rapidly updated as each ant would make many trips, 542 
so as the soil pile built up, the ants would change their directions and even out the pile. 543 
 544 
 545 
The modelling results clearly show that the experimentally observed preference 546 
for turning downhill (58%) is enough to have a significant impact on the soil dumping 547 
pattern, provided the ants remember their previous direction of dumping. If they 548 
remember this direction, then with a probability of turning downhill of 0.58, they drop 549 
more soil downhill than uphill, bringing the downhill pile up to the level of the nest 550 
entrance. Without memory however, this pattern is not seen, and a preference of 0.58 551 
does not differ in effect from random choice. When the ants are forced to choose the 552 
downhill direction whenever it is above their threshold of detection (b=1) then in the case 553 
without memory, they are able to drop more soil downhill. If they use memory however, 554 
they get locked into a suboptimal situation. These ants quickly become concentrated on 555 
the downhill direction because all their turns take them downhill and they remember their 556 
previous direction, so eventually they build up the pile in the downhill direction above the 557 
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height of the uphill direction. Because very little soil is dropped in the area immediately 558 
around the nest, this area continues to be downhill relative to the nest entrance. This 559 
means that the ants continue to choose these directions, even though a global view would 560 
show them they would have to climb less if they set out along the level instead of 561 
downhill. 562 
 563 
 564 
In some of the simulations (Fig. 4b,d,e) ‘shoulders’ formed on the sides of the 565 
hill. These are in the directions which are effectively on the level relative to the nest 566 
entrance. Soil accumulates here because the slope is below the threshold to trigger slope 567 
behaviours (higher turning rates) so more agents stay on their original path, and also 568 
agents which are uphill of these regions tend to turn downhill and join the agents already 569 
in this area. These effects are compounded if memory is used. 570 
 571 
 572 
Overall, the results suggest a simple system of organization used by P. ambigua to 573 
dispose of excavated soil, both on the level and on a slope. P ambigua drop their soil as a 574 
function of the distance they walk from the nest. This basic template is modified in 575 
response to the environment, as soil-carrying P. ambigua respond to a slope in three 576 
ways: increasing the frequency and magnitude of turns, tending to turn downhill, and 577 
waiting longer before dropping their soil. The combination of these three factors makes 578 
them more likely to drop their soil downhill when on a slope. A further dimension could 579 
be provided by memory. If the ants are more likely to start a second dumping trip in the 580 
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direction from which they returned after dropping their soil on a previous trip, this would 581 
lead over time to a concentration of the ants dumping soil in the downhill directions. The 582 
model does not fully explain sand disposal behaviour, but does strongly support the idea 583 
that these observed rules are sufficient to produce an appropriate pattern of soil dumping 584 
in a range of environments, even if the preference for turning downhill is slight, provided 585 
the rules are combined with memory of the direction in which the ant has previously 586 
dumped soil and a preference for returning to this direction with later loads. Further work 587 
studying individually marked ants is required to test this memory hypothesis. The rules 588 
we suggest do not require the ants to have global knowledge of the slopes in the 589 
environment, or even to scan the horizon for the lowest point (Tofilski and Ratnieks 590 
2005; Franks et al. 2004). From these simple rules governing individual behaviour an 591 
overall pattern emerges, which is appropriate to the environment, and quickly adapted to 592 
changes. 593 
 594 
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Table 1. The values and derivation of the constants and parameters used in the simulation 672 
experiments 673 
 674 
Symbol Summary Notes Value 
used 
Source and comments 
ω Soil particle size The diameter of a 
piece of soil carried 
by an ant 
1mm Empirically determined 
γ Slope detection range The number of cells 
over which an ant 
detects slope 
1 cell Mean length of ant= 3.6mm 
(empirically determined). At low r 
the diagonal distance to the next 
cell to the right/left is less than the 
mean length; at high r it is greater 
than the mean length. 1 cell is 
assumed to avoid problems with 
choosing between net slope and 
total slope, if the ground is uneven. 
τ Time-step duration Time taken for an 
ant to traverse a 
cell 
0.25sec Mean ant speed= 4mms-1 
(empirically determined, 
experiment 2). Radial length of a 
cell is set to the diameter of a soil 
particle (ω). A time-step is the time 
taken for an ant to traverse a cell, 
i.e. 1mm/4mms-1 
φ Traffic flow rate The number of ants 
which leave the 
1 ant per 4 
sec 
Empirically determined,  
experiment 1 
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nest in each time 
step 
(1 ant per 
16 τ) 
ζ Ant number Total population of 
ants involved in 
soil dumping 
50 Estimate: preliminary experiments 
show no significant effects on 
pattern formed over the range ζ= 
25-100.  
g Minimum detectable 
gradient 
The gradient above 
which ants behave 
as on a slope 
0.08 This corresponds to a slope of 15˚, 
which it is empirically shown that 
ants respond to 
c Magnitude of change 
in heading 
The number of cells 
to the right/left an 
ant moves 
0-12 cells From empirical experiment 2; 
details in supplementary 
information 
αc Probability of 
making change in 
heading of given 
magnitude 
This is affected by 
local slope 
α0=0.27 … 
α>12=0 
(level) 
α0=0.21 … 
α>12=0 
(slope) 
0 cells is the minimum change in 
heading per step forward; 12 cells 
the maximum. Probabilities 
determined from empirical 
experiment 2; intermediate 
probabilities and details are in 
supplementary information 
bdirec Probability of change 
being in particular 
direction 
Right/left, 
up/downhill 
bright=0.5 
bleft=0.5 
(level) 
bdown 
=0.58
 
From empirical experiment 2; 
details in supplementary 
information. Investigated in 
simulation experiments  
 32 
bup=0.42 
(slope) 
 
 
ηr Probability of 
dropping soil at a 
given distance, r 
A function the 
distance from the 
nest 
Logistic 
function 
Determined from fit to empirical 
data. See supplementary 
information for details and 
parameters of equation 
 675 
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 676 
Figure 1. The three general behavioural states are indicated in the boxes. Each state has 677 
an action associated with it (---►) and these states are connected by transition actions 678 
(―►). 1) Pick up soil: agents pick up soil within the nest at the rate determined by the 679 
traffic flow, φ. 2) Leave nest: agents which have picked up soil leave the nest in the 680 
direction which they are heading. 3) Move: all agents carrying soil outside the nest follow 681 
the ‘move’ rules. 4) Drop soil: The soil dropped by an agent adds to the height of the cell 682 
which is the agent’s current position, and the agent remembers the angle at which the soil 683 
was dropped. 5) Search for nest: all agents outside the nest with no soil return towards the 684 
nest, one cell per time-step by a direct route until they find it. 6) Find nest: agents without 685 
soil which find the nest enter it and remain ‘nest ants’ until they pick up soil again and 686 
leave. 687 
 688 
 689 
 
Nest ant 
Ant  
carrying soil 
Ant  
without soil 
1.Pick up 
soil 
3. Move 
5. Search 
for nest 
2. Leave 
nest 
6. Find nest 
4. Drop 
soil 
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690 
Figure 2. Number of ants dropping soil in each of two directions (mean +SD). a) 691 
Experiment 1. N=6. Total number of ants for each phase: Control 1=239, Tilt 1=489, Tilt 692 
2=457, Control 2=190. Tilt periods were twice as long as the control periods. b) 693 
Experiment 2. N=3. Total number of ants was 150 per phase. c&d) Model data without 694 
(c) and with (d) memory. N=10. ***P<0.001, **P<0.01, *P<0.05, NS indicates P>0.05. 695 
 696 
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697 
Figure 3. Empirical data on probabilities of soil having been dropped by a given distance 698 
from the nest and logistic fits for level (a) and sloping (b) environments. 699 
 700 
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 701 
Figure 4. Total height of each radial segment of the environment initially and with soil 702 
added. Comparing no memory and with memory against preferences for turning 703 
downhill: random (b=0.5); experimentally observed probability (b=0.58); deterministic 704 
(b=1). Negative heights are downhill relative to the nest entrance, positive ones uphill. 705 
Heights after days are mean± SD, N=5. 706 
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Supplementary information 707 
 708 
Details of Agent-based model 709 
 710 
This agent-based model is based on the X-machine system. X-machines are similar to 711 
finite state machines (FSM) in that agents are autonomous communicating machines with 712 
inputs which determine transitions between a finite set of states. X-machines, however, 713 
also have memory, so that each agent has a set of variables. These variables, together 714 
with inputs from the environment (including other agents), determine the state transitions. 715 
 716 
Agents 717 
 718 
Each agent (ant) has the following set of memory variables. 719 
- ID: Unique identifier for each ant 720 
- SOIL: Whether ant is carrying soil. Soil=1; No soil=0 721 
- POS: Position of ant within the environment. (r,θ) 722 
- HEAD: Direction in which ant is heading. (θ+/- any change in heading) 723 
- MEMO: Direction (θ) in which ant most recently dropped soil 724 
 725 
Environment 726 
 727 
Each Cell has: 728 
- ID: Unique cell identifier (r,θ) 729 
 38 
- HEIGHT: Height dimension, (h) determined by initial height plus soil dropped 730 
(adjusted for cell area) 731 
 732 
Behavioural Processes 733 
 734 
1. Pick up soil 735 
Initially ants are:  736 
ant[ID=n SOIL=0 POS=(r0,θ0) HEAD=HEAD0  MEMO] 737 
HEAD0 is determined randomly or by memory of previous location, depending on the 738 
memory parameter, µ: 739 
 740 
If µ =0  741 
HEAD0 = rand(1:100)  742 
Else if µ =1  743 
HEAD0 = MEMO  744 
End 745 
 746 
Ants pick up soil within the nest at the rate determined by the traffic flow. φ ants per 747 
iteration are randomly chosen from the nest population to pick up soil. Where φ <1, one 748 
ant per 1/ φ iterations is randomly chosen from the nest population to pick up soil.  749 
 750 
antt[SOIL=0] → antt+1[SOIL=1] 751 
 752 
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2. Leave nest 753 
IF ant[SOIL=1] 754 
IF ant[POS=(0,θ0)] 755 
antt[POS=(r0,θ0)] → antt+1[POS=(r0+1, HEAD0)] 756 
END 757 
END 758 
 759 
3. Move 760 
 761 
In this step probabilities for changing angle of heading and dropping soil are generated, 762 
and compared to a random number to determine whether they are acted upon or not. 763 
 764 
IF ant[SOIL=1] 765 
 If ant[POSr>0] 766 
 767 
SlopeAhead = cellr,θ[HEIGHT] - cellr+γ,θ+HEAD[HEIGHT] 768 
SlopeRight = cellr,θ[HEIGHT] - cellr+γ,θ+HEAD+ γ[HEIGHT] 769 
SlopeLeft = cellr,θ[HEIGHT] - cellr+γ,θ+HEAD- γ[HEIGHT] 770 
 771 
rand is a random number 0-1. 772 
 773 
If αSlopeAhead > rand 774 
 ant → ant[HEAD= HEAD+β] 775 
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End 776 
 777 
ant[POS=(r,θ)] → ant[POS=(r+1,θ+HEAD)] 778 
 779 
If ηSlopeAhead,r > rand 780 
Go to 4. Drop soil 781 
Else 782 
 end of turn for this ant 783 
End 784 
 785 
4. Drop soil 786 
 787 
The soil dropped by an ant adds to the height of the cell which is the ant’s current 788 
position (cellr,θ): 789 
 790 
cellr,θ[HEIGHT] → cellr,θ[HEIGHT = HEIGHT + ω/area(cellr)] 791 
 792 
The ant remembers the angle at which the soil was dropped: 793 
 794 
ant[SOIL=1, HEAD, MEMO] → ant[SOIL=0, HEAD=0, MEMO=θ] 795 
 796 
5. Search for nest 797 
 798 
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If ant[SOIL=0] 799 
 If ant[POSr>0] 800 
ant[POS=r,θ] → ant[POS=r-1,θ] 801 
 End 802 
End 803 
 804 
6. Find nest 805 
 806 
If ant[SOIL=0] 807 
 If ant[POSr=0] 808 
ant[POS=0,θ] → ant[POS=0,0] 809 
 End 810 
End 811 
 812 
Initial conditions 813 
 814 
Ants: 815 
 [ID=n, SOIL=0, POS=0,0, HEAD=MEMO, MEMO=rand(1:100)] 816 
 817 
Environments  818 
 819 
Environment Experiments Angle of 
incline 
Radial cross 
section 
1 x,t,y,z 
 
0˚ flat 
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2 p,q 
 
15˚ flat 
3 a,b 
 
0˚ sinusoidal 
4 d 
 
15˚ sinusoidal 
 820 
Supplementary table 1. For environment 1 (flat, level) the height of all cells is 0. For environment 821 
2 which is at 15˚, the height of the cells ranges from 26 to -26. For environment 3 which is level 822 
but has a sinusoidal cross-section, for the range 3<r<60, h=sin(0.056*(r-4), otherwise h=0. 823 
Environment 4 is environment 3 rotated through 15˚. 824 
 825 
Calculating change in direction of heading 826 
 827 
α gives the probability of turning a certain number of cells from 0-12 (either to the right 828 
or to the left) during one step forward. It is affected by the slope. As discussed in the 829 
results section of experiment 2, when on the level, the number of segments an ant turns 830 
out of its path to the left or right (for every one cell it goes forward) follows a Poisson 831 
distribution of mean 0.35 (χ2=0.41, df=2, p=0.81). As the model uses discretised angles-832 
steps, this can easily be translated into probabilities of an agent turning though a certain 833 
number of cells for every one cell it goes forward; αlevel (supplementary table 2). 99% of 834 
turns observed were less than 45˚, which translates to θ=12.5, so for the model the 835 
probability of turning more than 12 cells to the right or left in a timestep was set to zero.  836 
On a slope the observed distribution of turns did not follow a Poisson distribution 837 
(χ2=214.0, n=1355, df=2, p<0.001). The difference is due to fewer than expected ants 838 
making no turn, and more ants than expected making turns. For αslope the actual 839 
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proportions making a turn of each magnitude is used, and the probabilities for the 840 
intermediate cells are interpolated. 841 
The actual distance covered by these turns will increase with distance from the nest 842 
entrance because of the polar grid used, so these are approximations based on empirical 843 
results are pooled from all distances from the nest. We assume that the effects of the 844 
changing cell width with distance from the nest will cancel over the whole. 845 
 846 
Number of cells 
turned by ant, c 
during one 
timestep 
Probability of 
exactly that 
number of cells 
being turned 
 αlevel 
Probability of 
exactly that 
number of cells 
being turned 
αslope 
0 0.27 0.21 
1 0.22 0.18 
2 0.17 0.15 
3 0.12 0.13 
4 0.074 0.10 
5 0.052 0.078 
6 0.038 0.057 
7 0.024 0.036 
8 0.010 0.015 
9 0.0063 0.011 
10 0.0046 0.011 
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11 0.0026 0.010 
12 0.00097 0.0098 
>12 0.00000 0.0000 
Supplementary Table 2. The probabilities (α) of ant turning by a given number of cells (c) on a 847 
level surface or on a slope. 848 
 849 
All ants on a slope > g will use the probabilities for a slope; others will use the 850 
probabilities for level ground. 851 
 852 
As no left-right bias was observed (see results of Experiment 2), if slope < g, the 853 
direction of turn will be chosen at random. If slope < g ants are more likely to turn 854 
downhill. 855 
 856 
Level Slope Probability 
Right Left Uphill Downhill 
b 0.5 0.5 0.58 0.42 
Supplementary Table 3. Probability of turning in the specified direction (b). 857 
 858 
Let β represent the change in heading. To determine β, first the slopes ahead (straight on, 859 
to the left one cell and to the right one cell) are detected. Then the probabilities (α) are 860 
used to determine the magnitude (c) of the turn. Then, if the magnitude is greater than 861 
zero, the direction (b) is determined, so β has a magnitude in cells and a direction 862 
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(positive turns to the right, negative to the left). abs is the absolute gradient of the slope, 863 
without sign. 864 
 865 
SlopeAhead = cellr,θ[HEIGHT] - cellr+1,θ+HEAD[HEIGHT] 866 
SlopeRight = cellr,θ[HEIGHT] - cellr+1,θ+HEAD+1[HEIGHT] 867 
SlopeLeft = cellr,θ[HEIGHT] - cellr+1,θ+HEAD-1[HEIGHT] 868 
 869 
If abs(SlopeAhead) > g 870 
  αc = αc,slope 871 
Else 872 
 αc = αc,level  873 
End 874 
 875 
A random number 0-1 is compared to αc to find c, the magnitude for β. A second random 876 
number 0-1, rand, is used as below to determine the direction of β, where positive 877 
numbers are turns to the right, and negative to the left. If c = 0, the direction has no effect. 878 
In the code given here right is tested first for simplicity– in the full code the order of 879 
testing right versus left is randomised. 880 
 881 
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If abs(SlopeAhead) > g 882 
If SlopeRight < -g 883 
If rand < bDownhill  884 
β = c 885 
Else 886 
β = c*-1 887 
  End  888 
Else if SlopeLeft < -g 889 
If rand < bDownhill  890 
β = c*-1 891 
Else 892 
β = c 893 
  End  894 
 End 895 
Else if rand < bRight  896 
β = c 897 
Else 898 
β = c*-1 899 
End 900 
Calculating probability of dropping soil 901 
 902 
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The probabilities of dropping soil at a given distance from the nest are determined by the 903 
logistic function:  904 
ηr=(d*(abs(r/r0)^(abs(f))))/(1+((abs(r/r0))^(abs(f)))) 905 
 906 
The parameters have been estimated from empirical data for both level and sloping 907 
environments: 908 
dlevel = 1.05 (p<0.0001), flevel = -3.28 (p<0.0001), r0level = 19.98 (p<0.0001) 909 
dslope = 1.12 (p<0.0001), fslope = -2.92 (p<0.0001), r0slope = 25.11 (p<0.0001) 910 
 911 
If abs(SlopeAhead) > g 912 
d=dslope 913 
f=fslope 914 
r0=r0slope 915 
Else 916 
d=dlevel 917 
f=flevel 918 
r0=r0level 919 
End 920 
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Supplementary Figures 921 
 922 
 923 
Supplementary Figure 1. Phases of Experiment 1. Platform connected to nest entrance 924 
with a vertical tube. For Phases 2 and 3 the platform was tilted and the camera moved. 1 925 
and 2 at the end of the platform indicate the directions of soil dumping used in analysis. 926 
 927 
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 928 
Supplementary Figure 2.  929 
Shape and dimensions of P. ambigua soil piles (range, mean± SD, N=10).  930 
a= height of mound: 4-10mm, 7.5± 2.1mm.  931 
b= width of mound: 8-30mm,16.5± 7.9mm.  932 
c= gap between mound and nest entrance: 1-3mm, 1.9± 0.7mm.  933 
d= diameter of nest entrance: 3-7mm, 5.1± 1.3mm. 934 
 935 
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 936 
Supplementary Figure 3. Division of platform into equal sectors of 120˚ in total (uphill, 937 
downhill and level) for analysis. 938 
 939 
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 940 
Supplementary Figure 4. The number (mean +SD) of ants dropping soil at each local 941 
gradient, both on the artificial soil pile and beyond it. No ants dropped their soil before 942 
reaching the artificial pile. 943 
 944 
 945 
